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I. Preface
Purpose
Filing a workers’ compensation claim requires both employee and supervisor to provide
adequate information and details in a timely manner. The purpose of this manual is to
provide guidance when filing a workers’ compensation claim for an intrastate fire mutual aid
system team member or a regional incident management team member.
Deployments:
An intrastate fire mutual aid system team member or a regional incident management team
member, as defined by Section 88.126, Education Code, who sustains an injury or illness as a
result of a deployment or during any Texas Division of Emergency Management (TDEM)
sponsored or sanctioned training will be included in the coverage provided under Chapter
501 of the Texas Labor Code in the same manner as an employee, as defined by Section
501.001. Services with Texas A&M Forest Service (TFS) by an activated member who is a
state employee are considered to be in the course and scope of the employee’s regular
employment with the State.
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Key Personnel
TFS Incident Response Department (IRD) Agency Representative
•

Serves as the liaison between the response member and the TFS Safety Officer during the
initial submission.

•

Reviews required documentation for completion and submits to TFS Safety Officer.

TFS Safety Officer
• Submits paperwork to the State Office of Risk Management (SORM) and is the point of
contact to obtain any pertinent information regarding the claim.
•

Maintains the workman’s compensation manual to ensure TFS remains in compliance
with system policies and procedures.

II. Filing a Workman’s Comp Claim
I have been injured on a deployment/training and want to file a state claim.
Should I report it?
•

•
•

•

YES, report ALL injuries or medical issues developed during a deployment or training,
no matter how minor. All members of an All Hazard IMT or TIFMAS response are
required to immediately report any injury to their field supervisor and TFS IRD Agency
Representative during a deployment.
Good rule of thumb… Did you have this before the training/deployment? If NO, then
report it.
Given the conditions that responders are exposed to, issues may not appear until a later
date. No matter how minor the injury may seem or if the member refuses to seek medical
attention at the time of the injury, the First Report of Injury (and applicable witness
statement) are required to be submitted within the requested time frame.
See attached check list and forms that follow.
Failure to complete the First Report of Injury at the date/time of injury may result in removal
of the injured member from the incident or training event and may further result in
disciplinary actions.
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Who should I notify?
•
•
•

Report to your supervisor and TFS IRD Agency Representative in the field as they have
the appropriate paperwork to complete.
Response members are encouraged to notify their participating agency. However, an
official with Texas A&M Forest Service can contact their agency as a courtesy.
In the event of death of a response member, the TFS IRD Agency Representative should
be notified immediately, they will contact the TFS FRP Associate Director, who will then
contact the participating Agency Chief.

What’s next?
•

Supervisors will assist in completing the required paperwork and notify the TFS IRD
Agency Representative & TFS Safety Officer
Contact Information:
o TFS IRD Agency Representative
▪ 979-218-2404
▪ agencyrep@tfs.tamu.edu
o Safety Officer
▪ 979-458-6697
▪ safety@tfs.tamu.edu

•

•
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Required paperwork is due to the individuals listed above within 12 hours of the injury:
o Employers First Report of Injury DWC-1- First Report of Injury
▪ Any supporting hospital documentation may be provided in addition to the
DWC-1 to assist the State Office of Risk Management in processing the
claim.
o Texas Workers’ Compensation Work Status Report DWC-73- Provided by the
treating facility
o Supplemental Witness Statement for First Report of Injury TFS-WC2 Supervisor collects and submits all Supplemental Witness Statements.
o TFS Accident Investigation Report TFS WC-1 - Top section only is required to
be submitted in the first 12 hours. The remainder is required within 10 days.
If the injury did not require medical attention, TFS IRD Agency Representative will NOT
submit to the TFS Safety Officer to process. The paperwork will be filed securely, and in
the event medical attention is required at a later date, the paperwork will be submitted at
that time to begin the workman’s compensation process.
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III. What Forms Do I Complete?
All required forms can be found at the following web address, ticc.tamu.edu/incident response.

First Report of Injury DWC-1
Submit to the TFS Safety Officer
within 12 hours of the injury to allow
adequate amount of time for final
submission of the paperwork to System
Office of Risk Management (SORM)
which is due within 24hours.
•
•
•
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Complete top two sections only.
All other info is to be
completed by TFS Safety.
Response Members do not sign
the form.
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Work Status Report DWC-73
Provided by the treating facility and is
a required form to be submitted at the
same time of the DWC-1

TFS-WC2
Supervisor collects and submits
Supplemental Witness Statement
•

•
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The witness should include
details of what they saw, they are
encouraged to only provide facts
rather than conclusions or hear
say
If there are multiple witnesses to
the event, please have each one
complete the TFS-WC2
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TFS Accident Investigation Report
TFS IRD Agency Representative completes top section only and submits along with DWC-1
and DWC-73. The Remaining Accident Investigation Report is due to the TFS Safety Officer
within 10 days after the injury for final submission
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IV. What do I present to the hospital and pharmacy?
TFS Workman’s Compensation Letter
that explains this injury is being filed as a
work-related injury.
NOTE:
ALL Emergency Rooms/Occupational
Medical Facilities accept workman’s
comp, but some general practice/family
doctors do not.
When following up with your primary
care doctor after the initial treatment,
confirm that they accept workman’s
comp claims. If they do not, you will
need to find another doctor if you choose
to pursue the claim.
Paying for Treatment
• There should be NO out of
pocket expenses for the response
member if the claim is set up
correctly at the initial time of
medical treatment
• The TFS Workman’s
Compensation Letter should be given to the pharmacy if prescriptions are needed
Reminder – Response Members should NOT give personal insurance information to
the treatment facility or a pharmacy
•
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After the claim has been submitted, the response members will be contacted by the TFS
Safety Officer, who will provide you with a case worker information.
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V. What happens after my paperwork is sent to the TFS Safety Office?
•
•

•

•

•
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TFS – Safety forwards the claim to the State Office of Risk Management to be processed
When an adjuster is assigned, they will contact TFS-Safety to verify the information
provided and investigate the claim. It is imperative to include all the information
requested to avoid any delays in processing your claim
The adjuster will call TFS-Safety periodically to obtain updates or to verify that the
employee has returned to work. It is the injured Response Member’s responsibility to
contact TFS-Safety if there are any changes in their status
For the injured Response Member to be eligible for any future trainings or deployments
following their work-related injury, they are requested to forward the release signed off
by the treating physician to the TFS Safety Officer. This is typically an updated DWC-73
form.
If a response member receives a bill related to the injury, they will need to contact their
adjuster to answer any questions.
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TFS-ALL HAZARD & TIFMAS
Workman’s Comp Check List
All paperwork is due to the TFS IRD Agency Representative within 12 hours of the injury.

TFS IRD Agency Representative
• TIFMAS
979-218-2404
• All-Hazard IMT
979-224-8236
• Email: agencyrep@tfs.tamu.edu
TFS Environmental Health & Safety Officer
• Phone: 979-458 6697
• Email: safety@tfs.tamu.edu
(DWC-1) Employers First Report of Injury
•
•
•

Complete only section 1 and 2
Do not sign, TFS Safety is required to sign off
At the time of treatment or receiving prescriptions, provide Response Member letter
identifying as a Workman’s Comp related injury

(DWC-73) Work Status Report
•

Provided by the treating facility (required to submit with DWC-1)

(TFS WC-2) Supplemental Witness Statement
•
•

Supervisor collects info from any witnesses and submits along with DWC-1
For multiple witnesses, each person completes a form

(TFS WC-1) TFS Accident Investigation Report
•
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TFS IRD Agency Representative completes top section ONLY and submits along with
DWC-1 and DWC-73 (remaining accident investigation is due to TFS Safety Officer 10
days following injury)
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